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Raptors romp past playoff-bound Hawks 
Led by solid performances from DeMar DeRozan and Rudy Gay, Toronto routed the Hawks 113-96 

in Atlanta.

 

TAMI CHAPPELL / REUTERS 

Raptors guard Terrence Ross (31) goes high for a dunk over Hawks guards Devin Harris (bottom left) and John 

Jenkins during the first half Tuesday night in Atlanta.

By: Doug Smith Sports Reporter, Published on Tue Apr 16 2013 

ATLANTA—It was about 90 minutes before the second-last game of the NBA season was to unfold 

and Dwane Casey was trying to explain to an assembled group what had gone right with his 

Raptors in the last little while.

After all, they had beaten Chicago twice and Brooklyn once — both playoff-bound teams — and 

they had looked impressive at times doing it. 

They had played hard and well and won games in somewhat surprising fashion.

Why? was the question.

“Most of all, just the focus,” he said. “This is the time of year, believe me, every coach I’ve talked to 

is pulling his hair out whether you’re in the playoffs or not trying to get that mojo going because 

the playoffs aren’t here yet and teams are going through the motions.

“And then there’s teams like us that are trying to get ready for next year and make summer plans. 

It’s that time of year and our guys have done a good job of maintaining their focus and that 

togetherness.”

Then the Raptors went out and proved their coach prescient.
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Once again getting a solid game from both DeMar DeRozan and Rudy Gay, Toronto blew out the 

playoff-bound Atlanta Hawks 113-96 at the Philips Arena

Now, the Hawks kind of took the night off — sitting Al Horford and DeShawn Stevenson all night 

and giving Josh Smith the second half off — but there have been so many nights that Toronto has 

played down to the level of the opponent that it had to please Casey to see them take control early.

With DeRozan getting 19 of his points in the first half while Gay was adding 17, the Raptors piled 

up a 68-51 lead at the intermission in the most prolific half offensively for Toronto this season.

DeRozan finished with 30 points — his second 30-point game in a row — and Gay had 22 as they 

combined to go 20 for 31 from the field.

The victory was so easy, the Raptors were able to give Gay, DeRozan and Kyle Lowry the entire 

fourth quarter off, an unheard-of turn of events.

It was left to a group comprising John Lucas III, Terrence Ross, Landry Fields, Alan Anderson and 

Jonas Valanciunas to handle mop-up duties for most of the quarter.

Lowry finished with eight points and 11 assists, his third game of double-figure assists in a row.

MORE:Raptors report card: Grading the players’ performances and what needs to be done this 

summer
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